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Pagan Power Chants contains over forty magic chants to assist you in your spell or ritual work, and
in your daily life. These power chants are memorable so no matter where you are, youâ€™ll have
magic with you when you need it most. Power chants can be used privately to give you an edge in
dealing with people and during intense situations. Chant to attract love or prosperity, find lost items,
gain confidence, protection, and more.
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This book contains a compilation of chants to be used either alone or when making your own spells
and just can't think ofp the right words. They are written in an organizedp way so you can easily find
the right chant.

As someone new to the pagan lifestyle, I found this book interesting and it led me to the conclusion
that I should really make chants of my own for my own practice. These felt unnatural, but I'm sure
that's more of a personal preference than anything. I did alter a couple of them to sound more like
something I would actually say... added more of my own voice to it which helped a lot. :)This is a
great book for the price for a beginner who wants resources and exposure to paganism.

I like how simple using this book is. I really enjoyed it the chants were calming. Thank you it is an
enjoyable read.

This book had many useful chants but I felt it could used better organizing. At times it felt like Ryker
as just writing the chants as they came to him instead of giving any ryhme or reason to his
arrangement. Also, I think starting the book with love chants is going to turn many readers away as
a lot of pagans either don't do love chants/spells or do not require them. I know there was a moment
there where I wondered if I'd be able to grab anything useful because it all seem geared towards
love and I don't need love right now.Ryker's chants are simple and catchy but they are decidedly
more Wiccan oriented than general pagan. This isn't bad just something a reader should know
before purchase.It's a good collection now but it would be a great collection with some more
organization and chapter headings.

This book wasn't exactly what I was looking for but I still find it very useful. This book has 1-2 stanza
chants that range anywhere from love to cash or well-being to sickness.

I loved it all I am really into spells magic and chants awesome I recommend to everyone. especially
if you r into studying magic these books do help you to get better.

I enjoy this book to the very end. lifted my mind,heart and soul. I can't wait to share it with my kids.
very happy with it. thank you!

I liked the small easy to remember chants.good for all stages of chanting. Now if I can only learn
how to work my kindle.hmmm
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